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Abstract

Epoxy resins are widely used as the primary insulation material in many demanding energy-related applications. As such, the ability specifically to tailor the electrical performance of such systems to meet increasingly demanding insulation situations has considerable utility. This paper describes a new approach to this problem, which is based upon the controlled introduction of specific functional groups into the cured resin’s network architecture. Here, two additives are considered, termed functional network modifiers, namely glycidyl hexadecyl ether and glycidyl 4-nonylphenyl ether; in all the investigated systems, the ideal stoichiometric ratio of epoxide groups to amine hydrogens is retained. In the case of both functional network modifiers, their inclusion resulted in a progressive reduction in the glass transition temperature $T_g$ of the system, a reduction in the real part of the permittivity and reduced dielectric losses within the accessible frequency range, increased DC conductivity and increased AC breakdown strength. The magnitude of the observed effects are found to be dependent upon the choice of functional modifier, which suggests that such changes are not related merely to the inclusion of an additive within the system, but are also influenced by the chemistry of the additive itself. Explanations for these effects are proposed. It is concluded that the use of such functional network modifiers at low concentrations (~4% in the work reported here) offers a novel alternative means of engineering advanced materials to meet the current and future needs in an adaptable and easily implemented manner.
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Many different electrical properties have also been examined in the broad context of nanocomposites. For example, the dielectric constant of an epoxy thermoset was modified by the incorporation of different oxides systems (titanium dioxide, TiO$_2$, and barium titanate, BaTiO$_3$)\textsuperscript{9, 10} aluminium flakes\textsuperscript{11} and nano-silica particles.\textsuperscript{12}

A key feature of the evolution of power systems has been a progressive increase in operating voltage, such that values in excess of 1 MV now constitute a proven technology in some situations. As such, dielectric breakdown strength is an important parameter, since it provides an indication of a material’s ability to withstand an applied electric field. In the case of epoxy resin, Zhe et al.\textsuperscript{17} reported that the dielectric breakdown strength of a nano-alumina (Al$_2$O$_3$) filled epoxy resin was increased from 202 kV/mm to 212 kV/mm on addition of 5 wt.% of this filler,\textsuperscript{13} while Preetha and Thomas\textsuperscript{14} reported that the inclusion of 5 wt.% of alumina increased the observed breakdown strength of their epoxy-based system by 25%. Similar findings were reported by Li et al.\textsuperscript{15} Elsewhere, the breakdown strength of an epoxy nanocomposite containing 5 wt.% of nano-barium titanate was increased by 12%.\textsuperscript{16} However, such beneficial effects of adding nanofillers are far from universal, with many other studies either reporting little effect\textsuperscript{17} or degraded performance.\textsuperscript{18} For example, a common explanation for reduced breakdown performance is nanoparticle agglomeration resulting from inadequate processing.

It is clear from the examples cited above that while the inclusion of nanofillers appears to have considerable promise, from a technological perspective, issues of reproducibility, quality assurance, scalability, etc., can be problematical. Ultimately, the fundamental mechanisms by which changes in breakdown strength are effected through the presence of nanofillers are poorly understood.

In his 2004 paper, Lewis\textsuperscript{19} proposed that, in so-called nanodielectrics, interfacial interactions result in the formation of interphase zones whose properties differ from those of either bulk constituent and that, in the case of sufficiently small particles, the consequent interphase volume is sufficiently large that its properties markedly influence the overall behaviour of the system. While this paper failed to articulate any specifics about the interphase, this was addressed in subsequent work. Notably, Tanaka et al.\textsuperscript{20} proposed their multicore model, where interfacial regions were interpreted in terms of a number of zones where factors such as molecular dynamics, chain conformations and chemistry vary from place to place. While such a structural model has, in the intervening years, attracted broad acceptance, direct, quantitative verification is lacking. However, alternative hypotheses have more recently been proposed, which focus not directly on structural factors but, rather ascribe the influence of the nanofiller to the ways in which the local density of electronic states within the system is consequently modified.\textsuperscript{21, 22}\n
That is, changes in bulk electrical properties stem from changes in local electrical factors.

The work reported here set out to consider a possible corollary of the above, namely, that if the mechanisms by which nanoparticles influence the electrical response of nanocomposites is through changes in the local density of electronic states, it may be possible to engineer equivalent effects in alternative ways that do not involve the processing difficulties generally found when seeking to introduce nanoparticles into a polymeric host. Specifically, we sought to exploit a number of small molecular reactive moieties as a means of introducing functional groups into epoxy networks and, thereby, (a) modify the local density of electronic traps, which may be both physical and chemical in nature,\textsuperscript{23, 24} and (b) eliminate dispersion issues associated with the inclusion of nanoparticles. In general, molecular additives such as antioxidants, stabilisers, crosslinkers, clarifiers, voltage stabilisers, etc. have been included within polymeric systems as a means of modifying a wide range of different characteristics and, in the case of epoxy resins, network modification has been used as a means of varying mechanical properties. However, we are unaware of any previous work in which the introduction of covalently bonded functional groups into an epoxy network has been considered in detail, with a view to tailoring electrical properties. Here, two different so-called functional network modifiers (FNM) are considered, which were chosen based upon reports of the effectiveness of particular different labile compounds containing related functional groups as means of improving the high voltage performance of insulation systems based upon polyethylene.

2. Experiment

2.1 Materials and sample preparation

A diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A epoxy resin DER 332 was selected as the base epoxy resin and was used in concert with two FNM\textsuperscript{s}, in order to vary the network structure of the final system. In the work reported here, the chosen modifiers are glycidyl hexadecyl ether (GHE) and glycidyl 4-nonylphenyl ether (GNPE) (see figure 1). The base resin and the modifiers were all obtained from Sigma Aldrich and were used as supplied. These compounds were used together with a commercial amine curing system, namely, Jeffamine D230, which was purchased from Huntsman. Although such a system is of less direct technological relevance than alternatives, this choice has the virtue of involving simple cure chemistry and a straightforward reaction stoichiometry. Modified amine and anhydride cured DGEBA resins have, however, been contrasted elsewhere.\textsuperscript{25} The amine hydrogen equivalent weight of Jeffamine is 60 g mol\textsuperscript{-1}.  
To manufacture the samples, the resin was first preheated in a fan oven at 50 °C for 1 h, to reduce its viscosity. Then, the weight of resin, modifier and hardener was calculated so as to ensure complete reaction of all the epoxide groups from both the resin and the functional network modifier with the amine hydrogens from the hardener; the required mass of each was then weighed out. The resin and functional network modifiers were first mixed together using a magnetic stirrer and, after 5 min of mixing, the hardener was added and mixing was continued for another 5 min before the resultant was degassed in a vacuum oven and introduced into a steel mould. Finally, the mould was placed in a fan oven, where the sample was left to cure for 2 h at 80 °C and then post-cured for 3 h at 125 °C. The curing and post-curing processes used here were determined from a detailed optimisation investigation reported elsewhere. The produced samples, nominally 200 μm in thickness, were stored in vacuum until use.

The modified systems contained 1-30 mol.% of epoxide groups from the FNM and, therefore, a naming notation is used to refer to the samples based upon the molar percentage of epoxide groups and the relevant modifier. Thus, for example, 30GNPE refers to a system containing 30 mol.% of epoxide groups from the GNPE modifier. The equivalent formulation for all systems in terms of the mass of each component is listed in Table 1. It is important to highlight that the FNMs considered here are both small molecules and, for most of the compositions reported, constitute a relatively minor mass fraction of the overall system. As such, their impact on viscosity and processability is minor, except for the systems in which 30 mol.% of the epoxide groups are provided by the FNM.

2.2 Measurements and characterisation

The glass transition temperature of the produced samples was measured using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). A Perkin-Elmer DSC7 was used, which was routinely calibrated using high purity indium. For each sample, the thermal programme involved successive heating/cooling/heating cycles, all of which were conducted at a scan rate of 10 °C/min. The data reported here were obtained from the second heating scan, in all cases.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used to study the thermal stability of the neat and modified samples. A PerkinElmer Pyris 1 TGA 7 was set to operate in a nitrogen environment at atmospheric pressure. About 5 mg of sample was placed in an aluminium can and the weight loss was measured over a temperature range from 50 °C to 600 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/min⁻¹.

FTIR spectra of the manufactured samples were obtained using a Thermo-Scientific iD7 Nicolet iS5 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) instrument, operating in attenuated total internal reflectance (ATR) mode. A background check was routinely conducted before examining any sample and the resulting data were normalised using the standard normal variate (SNV) method.

The dielectric behaviour of each system was investigated using an SI 1260 impedance/gain-phase analyser linked to a 1296 Solartron dielectric interface. Samples, nominally 200 μm in thickness, were first sputter coated with a thin gold layer, to improve the electrical contact between the sample’s surface and the electrodes. Each scan was conducted at 20 °C, over a frequencies range of 10⁻¹ Hz to 10⁶ Hz using an AC signal with an amplitude of 1 V.

AC dielectric breakdown strength was measured using a Phenix Type 600C high voltage tester, according to the principles laid down in the ASTM D149-87 standard. The test cell contains two opposed spherical stainless steel electrodes, 6.32 mm in diameter, the sample was immersed in silicone oil and a 50 Hz AC voltage was applied to the specimen (nominally 200 μm in thickness). The amplitude was increased at 500 V/s until breakdown occurred. This process was repeated fifteen times for each material and the resulting data were processed assuming two-parameter Weibull statistics, with 90% confidence bounds.
A simple two-probe test method was used to determine the DC conductivity of each system. For this, a test cell containing two parallel electrodes was used to subject the specimen to an applied field of 40 kV/mm; again, the surface of the sample was sputter coated with gold, to ensure good specimen/electrode contact. The voltage was supplied from a standard DC power supply and the output current signal was measured as a function of time using a Keithley 485 current meter, which was connected to a computer. These measurements were conducted at 20 °C in accordance with the principles specified in the standard ASTM D257-07; the quoted values correspond to the average of the last one hundred measurement points obtained from three different samples of the same composition and the uncertainties correspond to the associated standard deviation.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 GHE modified systems

3.1.1 FTIR Spectroscopy

FTIR spectra from the accessible wavenumber range are shown in figure 2. From figure 2b, which shows the spectral range from 2820 cm⁻¹ to 2980 cm⁻¹ in detail, it is evident that a new absorption peak at 2851 cm⁻¹ appears in the modified systems, which increases in strength with increasing GHE content. In addition, the absorbance seen at 2927 cm⁻¹ in the neat epoxy is progressively displaced to lower wavenumber and is increased in intensity as the fraction of GHE present in the system increases.

The spectral range from 3000 cm⁻¹ to 2800 cm⁻¹ is generally referred to as the CH stretching region and absorption in the range 2963 cm⁻¹ to 2927 cm⁻¹ is specifically associated with the antisymmetric stretch of CH₃ and CH₂, while the peaks at 2869 cm⁻¹ and 2851 cm⁻¹ can be attributed to the symmetric stretch of CH₂ and CH₃. Since the GHE modifier features a long chain alkyl group within its chemical structure, which, ideally, comprises of sixteen CH₂ groups and a single CH₃ group, the addition of the GHE is expected to cause a significant increase in absorbance within the CH stretching region. The FTIR data shown above are therefore consistent with the integration of the GHE network modifier within the structure of the cured resin.

3.1.2 Thermal Measurements of GHE-Modified Systems

DSC data obtained from both the virgin epoxy and the various GHE-modified systems are provided in figure 3 and Table 2. In the latter, the indicated value of \( T_g \) represents the inflection point temperature, \( \Delta T_g \) is the temperature range over which the glass transition occurred, while \( \Delta C_p \) represents the difference in the specific heat capacity of the material across \( T_g \); the quoted uncertainties correspond to the standard deviation based upon three repeats. No glass transition was detectable for 30GHE, suggesting that its \( T_g \) was below the temperature range that is accessible with our DSC; the data obtained from this material appear as a straight line in figure 3a. From these data, it is evident that \( T_g \) decreases with increasing GHE content, which is a consequence of reduced crosslink density (Table 1 indicates a progressive reduction in the required quantity of hardener) and additional free volume introduced into the system by the inclusion of the relatively long alkyl chains. These results are consistent with work reported by Liu et al. for epoxy resin systems modified using a functional network modifier containing a similar, but shorter, alkyl chain.

Figure 3b compares the TGA decomposition behaviour of the various systems, from which it is evident that inclusion of this FNM results in a monotonic displacement of the complete decomposition process to lower temperatures. This is reflected in a reduction in the onset of decomposition, from 334.3 °C for the neat epoxy to 279.2 °C for 30GHE.

3.1.3 Dielectric Spectroscopy Measurements of GHE-Modified Systems

The real (\( \varepsilon' \)) and imaginary (\( \varepsilon'' \)) parts of the complex permittivity of the various GHE-modified systems are shown in figure 4; data obtained at 20 °C. Consider, first,
the variation of $\varepsilon'$ with composition shown in figure 4a, which reveals a progressive reduction in this quantity with increasing GHE content for all samples that, from figure 3, are below $T_g$ at room temperature. This trend is consistent with the insertion of non-polar moieties into the network. The frequency dependence of the real part of the relative permittivity of 30GHE is dominated by a marked increase in this quantity with decreasing frequency, a phenomenon that is often considered to be related to increased ionic conductivity below $T_g$.34

The data shown in figure 4b contain a number of features that, again, can be related directly to molecular factors within each system. First, as the concentration of the GHE increases, the strength of the $\beta$-relaxation, which ranges in frequency from ~100 Hz to above $10^6$ Hz, progressively falls for all the samples that, from figure 3, are below $T_g$ at room temperature. The observed progressive reduction in the strength of the $\beta$-relaxation with increasing GHE content is qualitatively consistent with both the composition of each system and the variations seen in $T_g$. Hydroxyl groups are formed during curing and the number of these should scale with the number of amine hydrogens present in the stoichiometry, assuming equivalent reaction efficiencies for all components. However, quantitative comparison of Table 1 and figure 4b, reveals that the apparent strength of the

---

**Table 2. DSC data of GHE modified epoxy samples.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$T_g$ (°C)$^a$</th>
<th>Onset (°C)$^b$</th>
<th>$\Delta C_p$ (J/g.°C)</th>
<th>$\Delta T_g$ (°C)</th>
<th>1 wt% loss (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neat Epoxy</td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>334.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1GHE</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>79.6</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>332.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4GHE</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>314.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10GHE</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>302.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30GHE</td>
<td>Out of range</td>
<td>Out of range</td>
<td>Out of range</td>
<td>Out of range</td>
<td>279.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Error in $T_g = \pm 2$ °C; $^b$ Error in onset $= \pm 0.2$ °C
3.1.4 DC Conductivity of GHE-Modified Systems

The measured DC conductivity values of epoxy resin samples containing different loadings of GHE functional network modifiers are presented in Table 3. These data suggest a monotonic increase electrical conductivity with increasing GHE content, albeit that the variation at low GHE content is small and comparable to experimental uncertainties. The maximum conductivity measured was found for the system where 30% of the epoxide groups were provided by the GHE modifier. A number of factors are likely to influence this.

First, as noted above in connection with the dielectric results, exclusively in the case of 30GHE, ionic conduction is likely to be a major contributing factor to the measured DC conductivity for systems that are above $T_g$; the conductivity of the neat epoxy resin was $\sim 10^{-17}$ S/cm, which was increased by 3 orders of magnitude for 30GHE. Second, the introduction of the GHE modifier produces a network system containing alkyl branches which, based upon the observed reduction in $T_g$, leads to increased free volume. In case of polyethylene, where charge transport dynamics through disordered molecular conformations has been studied in detail, the presence of localized regions of free volume has been shown to be an important factor in electronic conduction. Finally, the presence of GHE modifies the viscosity of the reacting system prior to vitrification; while the measured viscosity at 20 °C of the neat epoxy was 0.266±1x10$^{-6}$ Pa.s, this figure was reduced to 0.101±1x10$^{-6}$ Pa.s for 30GHE. As such, the presence of GHE would be expected to increase somewhat the efficiency of cross-linking, thereby affecting the residual unreacted end groups that remain within the network, another factor that has been shown to be important in determining the electrical behaviour of epoxy resins.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample ID</th>
<th>DC Conductivity (S/cm)</th>
<th>Weibull $\alpha$ (kV/mm)</th>
<th>Weibull $\beta$</th>
<th>% BD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neat Epoxy</td>
<td>$1.03 \times 10^{-14}$ ± $1.01 \times 10^{-15}$</td>
<td>$121.9 \pm 3.1$</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1GHE</td>
<td>$1.36 \times 10^{-14}$ ± $1.04 \times 10^{-15}$</td>
<td>$124.1 \pm 2.2$</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>102%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4GHE</td>
<td>$1.86 \times 10^{-15}$ ± $2.15 \times 10^{-16}$</td>
<td>$129.6 \pm 1.8$</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>106%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10GHE</td>
<td>$3.82 \times 10^{-15}$ ± $9.12 \times 10^{-16}$</td>
<td>$119.5 \pm 1.5$</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30GHE</td>
<td>$2.50 \times 10^{-15}$ ± $4.15 \times 10^{-16}$</td>
<td>$95.3 \pm 3.0$</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.5 AC Breakdown Strength of GHE-Modified Systems

The breakdown behaviour of GHE-modified epoxy resin samples is shown in figure 5 and derived parameters are listed in Table 3. These results indicate a progressive, but marginal, increase in the AC breakdown strength with GHE content from 0 – 4 mol.% of epoxide groups from the GHE modifier. Thereafter, the breakdown strength progressively drops with increasing GHE content; the marked drop in the breakdown strength of 30GHE may be related to the suppression of $T_g$ in this system and the consequent influence of ionic charge transport. The data
presented above validate the assertion that underpins the work reported here in that they clearly demonstrate that it is possible to modify the network structure of an epoxy resin through the incorporation of functional groups (here, these are merely alkyl chains) and that this can be used to influence the electrical properties of the system. Although the precise mechanisms involved are not clear at this time, the effect of alkyl groups on the electrical properties of polymers have been considered in several studies. For example, Takahashi et al. patented dielectric polyolefin materials with a high resistance to electrical treeing, based on the voltage stabilizing properties of alkyl groups. Similarly, Hunt produced voltage stabilized polyolefins that contained alkyl groups as additives to control the electrical properties of the modified systems. Based on the work of Takahashi et al. and Hunt, Martinotto et al. manufactured voltage stabilizing additives that were used to increase the breakdown strength of crosslinked polyethylene in high voltage cables. All these studies were based on the assumption that terminal alkyl groups have the capability to donate/receive electrons, which allows the alkyl groups to control the electric field within the system to a certain extent. Therefore, it is possible that the increased breakdown strength of the GHE modified epoxy resin systems reported here is, similarly, a consequence of the introduced alkyl branches stabilizing the charge distribution in the system.

3.2 GNPE Modified Systems

The assertion that the improvement in breakdown performance seen in 4GHE is related, not merely to the inclusion of the functional network modifier, but is also determined by the chemistry of the functional modifier itself was tested by changing the chemistry of this component. Glycidyl 4-nonylphenyl ether (GNPE), like glycidyl hexadecyl ether, contains both an alkyl chain and an ether linkage but, in addition, also includes an aromatic ring.

3.2.1 FTIR Spectroscopy of GNPE-Modified Systems

The complete FTIR spectra obtained from neat and GNPE-modified epoxy resin samples is presented in figure 6a, while data from 2820 cm\(^{-1}\) to 2980 cm\(^{-1}\) are shown in more detail in figure 6b. From the latter, the peaks at wavenumbers 2964 cm\(^{-1}\), 2927 cm\(^{-1}\) and 2869 cm\(^{-1}\) indicate increased absorbance as a function of GNPE functional network modifier. In addition, the absorbance peak at 2964 cm\(^{-1}\) is shifted to a lower wavenumber by the addition of GNPE. As an example, this peak is displaced to 2961 cm\(^{-1}\) in the case of 30GNPE. As discussed above in connection with the GHE modified systems, the peaks at 2964 cm\(^{-1}\), 2927 cm\(^{-1}\) and 2869 cm\(^{-1}\) are located in the CH stretching region of the infrared spectrum. Specifically, the bands at 2964 cm\(^{-1}\) and 2927 cm\(^{-1}\) are associated with the antisymmetric stretch of CH\(_2\) and CH\(_3\) groups, while the peak at 2869 cm\(^{-1}\) is related to the symmetric stretch of CH\(_3\). Since the added functional modifier includes an aliphatic chain with
chemical structure (CH₂(CH₃)₂CH₂), the three peaks present in figure 6b, which increase in strength with increasing GNPE content, are again, reasonably associated with the aliphatic part of the GNPE modifier. However, since the GNPE modifier also contains a benzene ring within its chemical structure, it may not be appropriate to associate these peaks exclusively with the aliphatic part of the GNPE, since it has been reported that the stretching band of the carbon/carbon bonds in the aromatic structure might also be located in this range.²⁷ Infrared absorption in para disubstituted benzene rings appears as a very strong sharp peak in the range 860 cm⁻¹ - 800 cm⁻¹, while the skeletal ring breathing modes are located at 1600 cm⁻¹, 1500 cm⁻¹ and 1450 cm⁻¹.²⁷ These peaks can be seen in figure 7, which shows the FTIR spectra of GNPE modified samples for wavenumbers between 1650 cm⁻¹ and 450 cm⁻¹. This figure indicates the appearance of the peaks associated with the aromatic structure, which are indicated C=C. However, since these peaks appear in the so-called figure-print region of the spectrum, precise association of these with specific functional groups is problematical. Nevertheless, analysis of the observed variations in the FTIR spectra with composition provides compelling evidence for the integration of the GNPE functional modifier within the structure of the epoxy resin.

3.2.2 Thermal Measurements of GNPE-Modified Systems

The effect of the addition of GNPE functional network modifiers on the glass transition behaviour of DER332 epoxy resin is shown in figure 8a and listed in Table 4. From these data, it is evident that the measured value of $T_g$ decreases with increasing functional network modifier content such that while $T_g$ for the neat epoxy was 85.3 °C, this was reduced to 42.5 °C by the addition of 30% of epoxide groups from the GNPE. This decrease parallels that reported above for GHE, because the inclusion of GNPE would similarly affect the network architecture and free volume present in the system.³⁷⁻⁴⁹ These findings are in line with work by Bakar et al., who also reported a drop in $T_g$ on inclusion of a comparable moiety.⁵⁰ Figure 8b compares the TGA decomposition behaviour of the various systems. While the onset of degradation progressively falls with inclusion of GNPE, as for GHE (c.f. Tables 2 and 4), subsequent decomposition is less composition dependent, which may be related to the presence of the aromatic character of GNPE.

3.2.3 Dielectric Spectroscopy Measurements of GNPE-Modified Systems

The general trend in the real part of the complex permittivity of samples modified with GHE and GNPE indicates that as the fraction of epoxide groups supplied by the functional network modifier increases, the permittivity decreases, as shown in figure 9a. Figure 9b shows the effect of GNPE concentration on $\varepsilon''$, in which, only the $\beta$-relaxation around $10^5$ Hz can be seen. As discussed above, this peak is associated with the movement of the hydroxyl groups in epoxy resin system, which are generated during the curing process.⁵¹,⁵² The introduction of GHE and GNPE reduces the strength of the observed dielectric $\beta$-relaxation, which could be a direct result of a reduction in the crosslink density and/or
the presence of excess free volume displacing the β-relaxation to higher frequencies. This effect has been reported elsewhere, when the use of non-stoichiometric epoxy formulations resulted in a less heavily cross-linked structure being formed.35

3.2.4 DC Conductivity of GNPE-Modified Systems

The effect of GNPE inclusion on DC conductivity was investigated. From Table 5, it is evident that, as with GHE, the introduction of GNPE results in a monotonic increase in the measured conductivity, albeit that the variation at low GNPE contents is small and comparable to experimental uncertainties. Here, the conductivity of 30GNPE is about one order of magnitude greater than that of the neat epoxy. While similar explanations can be proposed to those provided above for the systems containing GHE, the fact that all of the formulations based upon GNPE are below $T_g$ at room temperature explains both the absence of any low frequency dielectric loss processes for these materials and the absence of a marked jump in conductivity in 30GNPE (no contribution from ionic conduction). In short, with this proviso, the data presented in Table 3 and Table 5 are entirely consistent.

3.2.5 AC Breakdown Strength of GNPE-Modified Systems

Figure 10 and Table 5 contain AC breakdown strength data obtained from the various GNPE-modified epoxy resin systems. From these, it is evident that the addition of GNPE can result in an increase in the breakdown strength of the systems and that, compared with the GHE-based systems described above, the increase is greater. For example, the Weibull $\alpha$ parameter of neat epoxy resin is 121.9 kV/mm ± 3.4 kV/mm; the breakdown strength of 4GNPE is 135.3 kV/mm ± 2.4 kV/mm (the breakdown strength of 4GHE was previously reported to be 129.6 kV/mm ± 1.8 kV/mm). Also, in marked contrast to the data shown in Table 3, Table 5 clearly demonstrates that the improvement in breakdown performance caused by inclusion of GNPE is not strongly dependent on GNPE content, with all modified systems outperforming the neat epoxy. While an increase in breakdown strength of ~10% may be considered small, elsewhere comparable increases in high field performance have been shown to translate into much greater benefits under technologically relevant electric fields.

This beneficial effect of aromatic structures on breakdown strength has previously been reported in connection with the inclusion of voltage stabilizers within polyethylene. Martinotto et al. manufacture a material with voltage stabilizing capabilities by using an aromatic structure (benzophenone) attached to an alkyl group.36 Similarly, Englund et al.37 and Jarvid et al.38 stated that aromatic rings attached to alkyl groups increase the breakdown strength of the host insulating material. In this work, the increased breakdown strength was suggested to be due to two factors namely, the difference between the ionisation potential of the added aromatic-alkyl molecules compared to that of the host material and the high electron affinity of such structures, which would allow aromatic-alkyl moieties to act as voltage stabilizers within the system.36,37 While we are not aware of

Table 5. DC conductivity and AC breakdown measurements of neat and GNPE modified samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample ID</th>
<th>DC Conductivity (S/cm)</th>
<th>Weibull $\alpha$ (kV/mm)</th>
<th>Weibull $\beta$ (kV/mm)</th>
<th>% BD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neat Epoxy</td>
<td>$1.03 \times 10^{-17}$ ± $1.01 \times 10^{-18}$</td>
<td>$121.9 \pm 3$</td>
<td>$26.6$</td>
<td>$100%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 GNPE</td>
<td>$1.22 \times 10^{-17}$ ± $4.08 \times 10^{-17}$</td>
<td>$134.2 \pm 2$</td>
<td>$56.6$</td>
<td>$110%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 GNPE</td>
<td>$1.40 \times 10^{-16}$ ± $7.42 \times 10^{-17}$</td>
<td>$135.3 \pm 2$</td>
<td>$43.7$</td>
<td>$111%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10GNPE</td>
<td>$2.22 \times 10^{-16}$ ± $8.93 \times 10^{-17}$</td>
<td>$133.9 \pm 3$</td>
<td>$45.4$</td>
<td>$110%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30GNPE</td>
<td>$2.22 \times 10^{-16}$ ± $8.93 \times 10^{-17}$</td>
<td>$134.8 \pm 6$</td>
<td>$20.8$</td>
<td>$110%$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
any theoretical studies of charge transport through epoxy resins, this is not the case for analogues of polyethylene, where the role of both chemical and structural factors have been considered \[24, 58-60\]. In the latter case, the importance of free volume on electron transport has been demonstrated and, therefore, in addition to the direct role of the functional groups of the FNM, the impact of such species on local structure and, thereby, charge transport dynamics may also be significant. Since the GNPE modifier used here contains a terminal alkyl group attached to an aromatic ring, it has similarities to the voltage stabilizers used by Jarvid et al. and described by Martinotto et al. \[45, 57\]. Therefore, the increased breakdown strength values shown in Table 5 could have a similar origin to the positive effects reported in such studies.

4. Conclusions

The thermal and electrical properties of two modified epoxy resin systems have been described. These systems were formulated using two epoxy-based functional network modifiers, which were used to adjust the network architecture while maintaining an ideal stoichiometric ratio of epoxide groups and amine hydrogens. The functional network modifiers considered here, namely glycidyl hexadecyl ether and glycidyl 4-nonylphenyl ether, respectively feature an aliphatic chain and an aliphatic chain combined with an aromatic ring. Increased infrared absorption at wavenumbers characteristic of these functional groups was taken to indicate successful incorporation of the functional network modifiers into the cured systems. In both cases, the inclusion of the functional network modifiers resulted in a progressive reduction in the glass transition temperature of the system, a reduction in the real part of the permittivity, reduced dielectric losses, increased DC conductivity and increased AC breakdown strength. The magnitude of the observed effects was found to be dependent upon the choice of functional network modifiers, which suggests that such changes are not related merely to the inclusion of a functional network modifiers into the system, but are also influenced by the chemistry of the functional network modifier itself.

While a comparable strategy has been used previously as a means of modifying the mechanical properties of epoxy resins, this is to our knowledge the first time that this general approach has been considered in detail as a means of introducing particular functional groups into a thermosetting polymer with a view actively to tailoring its electrical parameters. In the case of the GHE and GNPE considered here, the reported reduction in \( \varepsilon' \) is not unexpected, given the presence of the alkyl chain in both systems. However, the observed increases in breakdown strength are not intuitively obvious but, we feel, are significant. The value of being able to tailor at the molecular level the macroscopic properties of insulation systems to meet ever more demanding technological requirements is well appreciated and has fuelled a vast amount of associated research over recent decades, notably in connection with the development of so-called nanodielectrics. While the nanodielectric concept has undoubted value, examination of published literature reveals problems associated with reliable and scalable processing, quality control, reproducibility, etc. The use of functional network modifiers at low concentrations (~4% in the work reported here) appears to offer a novel alternative means of engineering advanced materials to meet current and future needs in a simplistic and adaptable manner, where they could be regarded as additives to enhance existing established resin systems. However, we accept that the functional network modifiers reported here are not optimal. The aim of this paper is merely to demonstrate the validity of the concept – optimisation, consideration of the generality of the effects reported and further validation of this concept in terms of different resin systems, curing systems and different functional network modifiers will be published in due course.
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